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Motivation

- Domain Adaptation (DA): Transfer knowledge from one domain to another 
(in a machine learning system; especially neural networks)

- Incremental Domain Adaptation (IDA): Sequentially incoming domains
- Only have access to data of current domain
- Build a unified model that performs well on all domains

- Use-cases of IDA
1. Company loses a client and its data, but wants to preserve the ‘knowledge’ in the ML system
2. Quickly adapt to new domain/data without training from scratch 
3. Don’t know the domain of a data point during inference
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Outline

- Prevalent and State-of-the-art DA & IDA methods in NLP

- Proposed Approach: Progressive Memory for IDA

- Theoretical Analysis

- Empirical Experiments

- Natural Language Inference (Classification)

- Dialogue Response Generation

- Conclusion
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Related Work - DA & IDA

- Multi-task learning: Jointly train on all domains
- Non-incremental DA
- Expensive to add new domain; needs data for all domains
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Related Work - DA & IDA

- Multi-task learning: Jointly train on all domains
- Non-incremental DA
- Expensive to add new domain; needs data for all domains

- Finetuning: Sequentially train on all domains
- Catastrophic forgetting of old domains

- Progressive Neural Networks: Training with  
network expansion and partial freezing

- For prediction, need to know domain of input

- Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC): Finetuning 
with regularization

- Control learning on weights important for older domains
- keeps the weights in a neighborhood of one possible 

minimizer of the empirical risk of the first task
- needs to store a large number of parameters 7



Related Work - Memory Networks

- End-to-end memory network
- Assign a memory slot to an input sentence/sample
- Assign a memory slot to one history

- Neural Turing Machine
- Memory is not directly parameterized; read/written 

by neural controller
- Serves as temporary scratch paper; does not store 

knowledge
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Proposed Approach - Progressive Memory

- Incrementally increase model capacity 
(by increasing memory size)

- Memory slots store knowledge in 
distributed fashion

- We adopt key-value memory
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Progressive Memory
At time step i:

The RNN state is given by

The memory mechanism computes an attention 
probability       by

           : key vector of j’th memory slot (N in total)

Retrieve memory content by weighted sum (by 
attention probability) of all memory values:

                                          : value vector of j’th
                                            memory slot 10



Progressive Memory
At time step i:

The RNN state is given by

The memory mechanism computes an attention 
probability       by

           : key vector of j’th memory slot (N in total)

Retrieve memory content by weighted sum (by 
attention probability) of all memory values:

                                          : value vector of j’th
                                            memory slot

For IDA:

Add M slots to original N slots
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Algorithm
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Training Considerations
- Freezing learned params versus Finetuning learned params

- Empirical results are better for latter

- Finetuning w/o increasing memory versus Finetuning w/ increasing memory
- increased model capacity helps to learn new domain with less overriding of the previously 

learned model. Empirical results confirm this.

- Expanding hidden states versus Expanding Memory
- An alternate way of increasing model capacity
- similar to the progressive neural network, except that all weights are fine-tuned and there are 

connections from new states to existing states.
- Theoretical and empirical results show latter is better
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Expanding hidden states vs Expanding Memory
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 To prove: 
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It remains to show that  
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Competing Methods

- Multi-task learning (Non-IDA)
- Finetuning with fixed memory
- Finetuning with increasing memory
- Finetuning with expanding hidden states
- Progressive Neural Network
- Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC)
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Competing Methods

- Multi-task learning (Non-IDA)
- Finetuning with fixed memory*
- Finetuning with increasing memory*
- Finetuning with expanding hidden states*
- Progressive Neural Network
- Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC)

* with and without additional vocabulary
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Experiment I - Natural Language Inference

- Classification Task

- Determine the relationship between two sentences (entailment, contradiction or neutral)

- Dataset: MultiNLI Corpus (~400K labelled samples)

- 5 domains: Fiction, Government, Slate, Telephone, Travel

- Base Model: BiLSTM network with pretrained GloVe embeddings
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Experiment I - Results
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Experiment I - Results
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Experiment II - Dialogue Response Generation

- Generation Task

- Given an input sentence, generate an appropriate output sentence

- Datasets

- Source Domain: Cornell Movie Corpus (~220K labelled samples)

- Target Domain:  Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus (~15K labelled samples)

- Base Model: Seq2Seq with decoder-to-encoder-attention
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Experiment II - Results
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Conclusion

- Proposed progressive memory for IDA (Incremental Domain Adaptation)
- Outperforms other IDA approaches
- Empirical results show it avoids catastrophic forgetting
- Theoretical results show it is better than other ways of capacity expansion

- Details: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.00239.pdf
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